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INTRODUCTION

The information contained in this pack is 

intended to raise awareness and protect 

individuals from serious harm and/or loss of life. 

It represents the combined effort of several 

well-educated, well-informed professionals. 

Please do not ignore this information. It is your 

right to disagree but we still encourage you to 

inform yourselves, remain vigilant and stay safe. 

Every person reading this has a duty of care to 

themselves and those around them.

We thank you for your time.  
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GEOENGINEERING
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Unbeknown to many, weather modification programs have been 
active since the 1930s. There are hundreds of existing patents to 
support this statement, if you care to research.

‘Top Gear’ fans may recall an episode involving the artificial 
creation of a rain cloud using an RS-25 flight engine. This is one of 
many ways technology can be utilized to manipulate or modify the 
weather.

Perhaps the most controversial example of geoengineering is 
“Stratospheric Aerosol Injection” otherwise known as cloud 
seeding. 

An array of hazardous chemicals and heavy metals such as 
aluminium, barium and strontium are being sprayed into the 
atmosphere, in order to manipulate the Earth’s climate.

Despite obvious risks to public health and the environment, being 
able to control the weather also raises other concerns. For 
example, a climate crisis could easily be manufactured with this 
technology. What if it’s used to warm up areas of the Earth? 



QUESTIONS THAT NEED 
ANSWERING:
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• What are the short-term and long-term effects on 
public health? These programs could be severely 
detrimental to our health. Where are the safety 
studies?

• What damage are these chemical concoctions 
having on the environment? We do not know what 
effect geoengineering is having on wildlife.

• What affect are these programmes having on our 
economy? Who authorized these large scale 
programmes? Who is funding them? Where was 
the vote? Could it harm the farming industry?



UK GOVERNMENT’S VIEW
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“Solar Radiation Management technologies reflect some of 
the Sun’s energy that reaches Earth back into space. 
Examples include the brightening of marine clouds and 
injection of aerosols into the stratosphere.” (As written in their 
own policy)

OFFICIAL UK GOVERNMENT POLICY:
www.gov.uk/government/publications/geo-engineering-research-
the-government-s-view/uk-governments-view-on-greenhouse-gas-
removal-technologies-and-solar-radiation-management

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/geo-engineering-research-the-government-s-view/uk-governments-view-on-greenhouse-gas-removal-technologies-and-solar-radiation-management


HOW TO SPOT STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL 
INJECTION (SAI)
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PLANE TRAILS
Aircraft leaving long trails of pollution which do not disappear
over time. A contrail should typically disappear after a few seconds. 

POLLUTION LINES/GRIDS
These plane trails often form a grid formation in the sky. Typically 
(but not always) situated across our sun.

SUN BLOCKING
Over time, these trails expand and spread out over the 
atmosphere to form a thick layer of smog known as a “white out”.



5G INFRASTRUCTURE
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Firstly let’s explore what 5G is – it simply means ‘5th Generation’ wireless 
networking which is the latest generation of cellular technology. 

You may have noticed 5G infrastructure being installed all over the 
world during the last couple of years. It comes in lots of different shapes 
and forms, including - cell towers, masts, street lamps and traffic lights. 

The purpose of this infrastructure is to support the expansion of the 
Internet of Things (IoT); a sophisticated network of smart devices.

But at what cost? 

Were you aware 5G infrastructure omits a dangerous amount of EMF 
Radio Frequency (Microwave) Radiation. It has been linked to 
headaches, nosebleeds, miscarriages, tumours and cancer. 

Many petitions to have 5G masts removed from specific areas have 
been granted on the grounds they are detrimental to public health. In 
some parts of the world is has been banned/dismantled all together.

EMF generated by this technology has also been responsible for 
disrupting (and killing) wildlife - including animals, plants and insects.



HOW TO TEST EMF RADIO FREQUENCY 
(MICROWAVE) RADIATION
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• You will need to purchase an EMF Reader 
which allows you to measure Radio 
Frequency (RF) Radiation such as TriField TF2 
Electromagnetic Field EMF Meter

• Set your EMF reader to detect Radio 
Frequencies – turn dial to RF.

• Record RF levels around 5G infrastructure 
such as masts, street lights and traffic lights

• Anything reading above 0.5 Mw/M² can be 
detrimental to health. 5.0 Mw/M² and above 
has the ability to damage DNA (see chart).

https://www.amazon.co.uk/TriField-EMF-Meter-Model-TF2/dp/B078T2R64C


DUTY OF CARE
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You have a duty of care to yourselves and to others around you to 
check these Radio Frequency Radiation levels are at a safe level. This 
can be accomplished fairly inexpensively and may save lives.

It is your responsibility to safeguard staff, patients, co-workers,  
colleagues, children, friends and family.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE BEING EXPOSED TO DANGEROUS 
LEVELS OF 5G RF RADIATION:

Record the readings, remove yourself and others from the harmful 
effects of 5G technology. Inform neighbours, managers, co-workers, 
health and safety officers, HR, unions, authorities etc. Work together as 
a community or workforce to have the masts removed or relocated. 
DO NOT TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER!



MRNA TECHNOLOGY
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Let us begin by saying we support body autonomy, informed consent and the right 
to choose any medical procedures we participate in. Many of us are healthcare 
professionals and can confirm this is in alignment with the training we all received. 
We are a mix of vaccinated and unvaccinated representatives, both equally 
concerned with recent data being released into public domain.

Concerns are being raised with the amount of injuries/deaths recorded on VAERS 
(US) Yellowcard (UK) and EudraVigilance (EU) databases as result of MRNA 
vaccination. This information is being withheld from the general public. In fact, 
vaccine injuries/deaths are not being reported at all by the mainstream media.

The UK Office of National Statistics has also published some alarming data proving 
the vaccinated account for over 90% of COVID19 deaths. It also shows a significant 
increase in sudden adult death syndrome and miscarriages since the roll-out of 
these vaccinations. Expose News provide a good summary of this data. 

Pfizer Inc. tried to delay the release of it’s COVID19 vaccination data report by 75 
years – we have been able to retrieve parts of it via FOI request. What has been 
obtained so far shows there were over 2000 known side effects, including 
myocarditis, BEFORE the worldwide roll-out of COVID19 vaccines were introduced.

“Safe and effective” - Why weren’t known side-effects discussed with people opting 
into vaccination for a virus with a 98+% survival rate? We know informed consent 
cannot be established/achieved unless known risks are discussed. 

https://vaers.hhs.gov/
https://yellowcard.mhra.gov.uk/
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/pharmacovigilance/eudravigilance
https://www.ons.gov.uk/
https://expose-news.com/


MAINSTEAM MEDIA (MSM)
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There are approximately 1500 newspapers, 1100 magazines, 9000 radio 
stations 1500 TV stations and 2400 publishers. Nearly all of which are owned 
by six major corporations - and these corporations are “owned” by very 
powerful asset management firms such as Blackrock and Vanguard. 

Please take a moment to think about that. 

Six corporations control everything you watch, everything you read, everything 
you BELIEVE – which, more often than not, is proven to be lies or 
manipulations of truth. “He who controls information, controls the world.”

The mainstream media’s primary objectives appears to be; spreading fear, 
creating division and distraction, pushing global narratives and propaganda. 
People’s trust in MSM is at an all time low – is this a surprise when there’s 
overwhelming evidence to prove lies, gaslighting and censorship of truth?

This is also evident in social media (i.e. Facebook/Meta, Twitter, Instagram etc.) 
where any opinion opposing mainstream narrative is censored. You must start 
asking questions when leading professionals in their field are being silenced.



WHERE TO LOCATE TRUTH

Obtaining truth within a sea of information is not easy. It 

can be an extremely difficult place to navigate.

The fundamental rule to follow is you should NEVER 

accept something you read/hear/view as FACT. Use your 

own intelligence, initiative and intuition – do your own 

research. Question everything.

Follow the money, understand who owns what. Do not 

take orders from a television set, mobile or newspaper 

(particularly when it involves your health or well-being). 

Information obtained from uncensored media sources 

such as Telegram, Rumble and BitChute may be more 

aligned to real truth than Mainstream Media (MSM). But 

you should always research information yourself rather 

than being spoon-fed. 
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DIGITAL ENSLAVEMENT
• Understand a cashless society means zero financial freedom.

• Central Bank Digital Currency – every transaction you make will be 

monitored and the state will have complete control over what you can and 

cannot purchase. If they decide they want to prevent/limit you purchasing 

certain items (meat, alcohol, cigarettes etc.) Say you want to attend a 

human rights protest in another city - your digital currency simply will not 

allow you to buy those particular train tickets.  It is full control of your life.

• Digital ID – your activity/location will be tracked every second of the day. 

Eventually they want us all to have ID microchips placed under our skin.

• Social Credit System – a “rating” system for human beings. It doesn’t just 

govern your financial situation like a credit score, but EVERYTHING you do 

as a person. They are already using it in places like China, along with facial 

recognition technology. For more information click here.

• Electric Cars – electric cars can be hacked, shut down and/or controlled 

remotely. The state will be able to disable your vehicle (from another 

location) if you do something they don’t like. For example - posting an 

opinion online that goes against their mainstream narratives.
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https://expose-news.com/2022/03/28/the-horrors-of-the-social-credit-system-which-is-on-its-way-to-the-uk/


BE WARY OF THE GLOBAL WARMING NARRATIVE 
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• We know technology is capable of manipulating the weather - see page 4. It’s perfectly feasible our climate 
could be tampered with to create a “Global Warming” scare. Parts of the world could be intentionally warmed up 
using geoengineering methods such a Stratospheric Aerosol Injection.

• A manufactured climate crisis could be used to control or enslave the population. Confining people to their 
homes or forcing them to travel less.

• C02 limits are already being added to MasterCard credit cards. Although non-mandatory at the moment, how 
long is it before it’s compulsory and we are unable to purchase goods because we’ve “exceeded our C02 limit”? 

• Globalist-owned media (MSM) is already using fear to push the climate crisis narrative. This is evident in today’s 
weather forecasts with intimidating red graphics and warning symbols everywhere. They are targeting the 
viewer’s subconscious mind – a prime example of the programming they use to control people. 

• In-depth studies of the Earth’s climate show the core temperature naturally rises and falls. It has done for 
thousands of years. Although we all agree we must do more to look after our Earth, the human-C02-factor is 
severely overexaggerated.

• Over 70% of global C02 emissions are generated by just 100 companies. Yet, it is mostly the consumers who are 
being targeted/penalised. Meanwhile, the wealthy few are allowed to travel around freely in their private jets.
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• Water-powered (hydrogen) engines have been invented, anyone who has tried to release this information has 
been assassinated or died under strange circumstances - Stanley Meyer, Aaron Salter etc.

• Water is an unlimited, renewable resource – however, there are strict rules enforced by the government around 
digging your own wells to access clean water. The state do not want people to have access to their own fresh 
water sources. 

• Fluoride and other chemicals are intentionally added to our water supply, which disrupt brain function and are 
detrimental to our health. The UK have recently admitted they are adding even more fluoride to the water supply 
claiming “it’s to help people’s teeth”. 

• Nikola Tesla knew how to harness electricity from the air around us. But this technology is kept hidden from us. If 
this information was public knowledge – there would be free, unlimited energy for all (with zero pollution).

• Ask yourself this. If C02 emissions are a genuine threat to our existence why have they not released water-
powered technology and free-energy patents? The technology/knowledge already exists. Why do they insist in 
enslaving us with fossil fuels, water bills, energy bills and petroleum/electric powered vehicles? 

• Electric cars are now being sold to us as the “answer” to our problems. But we know hydrogen/water powered 
vehicles have already been invented. Electric cars still require fossil fuels (where do you think the energy is 
coming from) and those big lithium batteries used in these vehicles require an astronomical amount of resources 
to manufacture. Also, electric cars are just big computers on wheels that can be remotely hacked/hijacked.



THANK YOU

Please understand we have nothing to gain from 

sharing this information. It is your right to disagree 

with the content, but please be vigilant. We just 

want people to remain safe, healthy and free.

May the truth prevail. God bless you all.
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